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DOCKETED

December 4, 2005 USNRC

December 6, 2005 (1:28pm)
Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission OFFICE OF SECRETARY
Washington DC 20555-0Q1 RULEMAKINGS AND
Attention: Rnlemakiings aid Adjudications Staff ADJUDICATIONS STAFF
Email: SECYX nrclgeov
Fax: 3011415-1 101

RE: M1 31 50-AH68
10 CFR Part 63 Proposed Rule - Implementation of a Dose Standard Afte 10,000 Years

To whom it may concern:,

In response to NRC's Federal Register Notice of September 8, 2005 (Federal
Register/Vol 70, No. 1731Proposed Rules, Page 53313-53320), here are Eureka County,
Nevada's comments on NAC's 'Implementation of a Dose Standard aftr 10,000 Years."

Eureka County, Nevada is an affected unit of local government under Section 116 of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Acd as amended As part of the county's oversight responsibilities
under Section 116, we have prepared comments on the above-referenced rule.

Eureka County is located in central Nevada, northeast of Yucca Mountain and tbe
Nevada Test Site. Eureka ounty residents experienced exposure to fallout from above
and underground nuclear weapons tests conducted by the federal government at the
Nevada Test Site in the 1050's and 1960's. Although Eureka County is not down
gradient fiom Yucca Moitain, we are concerned about the long term effects of radiation
releases from the repository on our residents, the state, and the region.

Background

On July 9, 2004, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit vacated
portions of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Yucca Mountain Standard
that mddres the period of time for which compliance nmst be demonstrated. The Court
ruled that the 10,000 year time period for regulatory compliance was not "based upon and
consistent with" the findiigs and recommendations ofthe National Academy of Sciences,
and remanded that portion of the standard to EPA for revision. The Energy Policy Act of
1992 required that the EPA Yucca Mountain Standard be "basW upon and consistent
with" the findings and recoommendations of the NAS.
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The NAS recommended that the compliance assessment extend to the time of the
maximum ik of radiatiod releases whenever they occur, as long as the characteristics of
the repOsitory environmerf do not change significantly. The appropriate time scale,
according to NAS, is on the order of one million years. Despite the NAS finding that
tha was no scientfic basis to limit the compliance period to 10,000 years, or any other
specific time value, the F~A limited the compliance time to 10,000 years. Thus the Court
remanded that aspect of the Yucca Mountain safety.standard. In additon, the court also
vacated NRC's rule at 10 fFR Part 63 insofar as-it incorporated EPA's 10,000 year
compliance period

NRC Proposed Rule

To comply with the court, NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR Part 63 to be consistent
with EPA's revised standards. The rulemaking proposes to adopt the limit EPA seis for
the peak does after I OOOq years; to adopt the criteia EPA has specified for performance
assessments that estimate doses after o0,000 years; to adopt "weighing fctors" to
calculate dose during opetations and pre-closure. and to specify a value for DOE
projections of long-term impact of climate variation after 10,000 years.

Eureka County Participktion

Eureka Couty participatid in NRC public meetings and submitted comments at the time
NRC released its previous rule for public comment.

Eureka County's commcuts on the proposed rule ronow.

Timig of Proposed Rftl

NRC's proposed rule is premature. Because the court specifically directed NRC to redo
fts rule based on EPA's proposed nde, it is inappropriate for MC to propose this rule
prior to EPA's finalizing its nrle.

- -i~i rflas~of tis re rhurly ftrEPA publshhed-its nile for comment isa siga
to the public that DOE and NRC are working as a team to license Yucca Mountain rather
than NRC being the impaltial regulator that it often claims in public to be.

If NRC really cared what potential commenters including the public thought about EPA's
proposal, it should have waited, considered the comnents received by EPA, and
developed the NRC rule based on EPA's final rule.

The effect of this premature rulemaking is that NRC is avoiding the public process. It is
collecig comments on a proposed rule predicated on a proposed ule, rather than a final
rule. Thus NRC is depring the public and affected parties of the chance to comment on
NRC's rule, adjusted to cpmply with EPA'sfinal rule.
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NC should add an additional comment period on its rule if EPA's final nile departs
substantially from its proposed rule.

Bemuse of this overlap and uncertainty, Eureka County nlso incorporates into these
comments by reference its comments on the EPA rule. These comments are accdingly
attached to this letter.

Timing of Comment Extension

Once EPA has extended the comment period on its proposed nrle, NRC should have
immediately extended its comment period. Instead, it waited until just days before the
end ofthe NRC comment period to announce an extension. Until that time, the NRC
comment deadline preceded the EPA comment deadline.

Need for public meetings

When NRC originally proposed its rule, it held public meetings to discuss and explain the
rule and facilitate public input. This was not done by NRC on this proposed nrle and
should have been. This is g complex proposal, and the public should have the opportunity
to hear NRC staff explain its rule and ask questions.

Median versus mean {

As our.EPA comments state, EPA did not follow direction of the National Academy of
Sciences when it chose th6 median to measure perfonmance assessment beyond 10,000
years. Using the median rather than the mean is inconsistent. The resut is a measure of
compliance that is not hedIth-based, as the law requires, because it fails to account for
significant doses that excied the standard. Using the median also discourages the
important investigation of high-dose calculations, since they will have little or no effect
oncompliance.

Background radiation

EPA proposes the unprecedented use of the background radiation dose in Colorado as a
regulatory basis for Nevda's Amargosa Valley. EPA also proposes to consider the
indoor radon dose as partof"na l background radiation7 when it is highly variable
geographically and its concentration can be mitigated. In its Yucca standard, EPA
proposes a dose level for Oevada residents th, in a closely related part of its own
regulatory program, it considers efficiently dangerous to warrant reduction, sometimes
at considerable expense. We believe that the 350 millirem per year median standard is
unwanted and the risk it implies is an unreasonable one.

We expect NRC to be objective about the portions of EPA's rule that are unfounded, and
that NRC should not adobt portions that it finds lacking. NRC should consider protection
of the public in its Yuccalicensing regulations. Ultimately, NRC must convince EPA to
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adopt a more reasonable aid protective standard or NRC must add its own dose standard
to supplement EPA's inaequate one.

Summavy

In ils proposed rle, EPA Offers no convincing explanaion of why a standard of 350
millirems per year, which EPA does not consider acceptable today or 10,000 years from
now, should be considered acceptable after 10,000 years. NRC should not adopt EPA's
rule, but shoud woik to c6nvincw EPA to adopt a standard more protective of public
health and safety.

NRC's proposed nile is ptematum Eureka County believes that NRC should wait until
the EPA rule is final. Thei NRC should hold public meetings on its rile, and provide the
public with an additional 9ommment period (after the EPA rule is final) to comment on the
NRC nule's conformance with the final EPA rule, and its ability to protect public health
and safety in the long term

Thank you for considering the comments of Eureka County, Nevada.

Sinceely,

Ronald Damele ;
Public Works Director

Attachment: Eureka Comments to EPA dated 11/21/05 on the EPA proposed radiation
standard
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Eureka County Public WY orks
701 South Main Street
Eureka, Ntvada 89316

Ron Damele, Public Works Director

November 17. 2005

EPA Docket Center (EP/DC)
Air and Radiation Docket
Environental Protection Agency
EPA West
Mail Code 6102T
1200 Pennsylvania Ave. 1NW
Washington DC 20460 ;
Atention Docket ID N OAR-2005-0083
email: aaRd-r-d et aQv
fiX:. 202-566-1741

RE: EPA Proposed Rule 40 CFR Part 197 Public Health and Environmental
Radiation Protection Standards for Yucca Mountain, NV

Eureka County, Nevada is an affected it of local government under Section 116 of 1he
Nudear Waste Policy A~t as amended. As part of the county's oversight responsibilities
under Section 116, we hivo prepared comments on the above-referenced rule.

Eureka County is locateJ in central Nevada, northeast of Yucca Mountain and the
Nevada Test Site. Eurek4 County residents experienced exposure to fallout fo above
and underground nucl*ai weapons tests conducted by the federal government at the
Nevada Test Site in the 1950's and 1960's. Although Eureka County is not down
gradient from Yucca Mo .intain, we are concerned about the long term effects of radiation
releases from the repositjty on our residents, the state, and the region-

Backgrcund

On July 9,2004, the U.S' Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit vacated
portions of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Yucca Mountain Standard
that addressed the porio4 of time for which compliance must be demonstrated. The Court
ruled that the 10,000 year time period for regulatory compliance was not "based upon and
consistent with" fhe findings and recommendalions ofthe National Academy of Sciences,
and remanded that portiin of the standard to EPA for revision. The Energy Policy Act of
1992 required that the EbA Yucca Mountain Standard be 'based upon and consistent
wih" the findings and recommendatios of the NAS.

The NAS recommended fiat the compliance assessment extend to the time of the
maximum risk of radiafion releases whoneyrpey occur, as long as ihe characteristics of

NO. 796 D05
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the repositoiy environment do not change significantly. The appropriate time scale,
according to NAS, is an ftie order of one million years. Despite the NAS finding that
there was no scientific basis to limit the compliance period to 10,000 years, or any other
specific lime value, the IPA limited the compliance time to 10,000 years. Thus the Court
remanded that aspect of the Yucca Mountain safety standard.

EPA Proposed Rule

The EPA is proposing to retin, unchanged, the radiation exposure limit of 15 millirem
per year using the mean to the Reasonably Maximally Exposed Individual for a period of
10,000 years. For the time period between 10,000 and one million years, EPA proposes to
set the radialion exposure limit of 350 millirems per year using the median to the
Reasonably Maximally ixposed Individual. The rule retains, for a period of 10,000 years,
the Groundwater Protection Standard 1hat limits exposure to an individual from drinking
ground waser to 4 milhirems per year. For the period after 10,000 years, there is rno
groundwater protection s4andard. The 350 millirenas per year dose limit from all sources
to the Reasonably Maxintally Exposed Individual is the sole indiidual protection
standard.

Eureks County Participation

Eureka County subrmitte comments at the time EPA released its previous rule for public
comment

Eurcka County attended it public meeting and hearing that EPA held in Las Vegas on
October 4,2005, and participated in the roundtable discussion with EPA officials. We
appreciate that the agecy extended the public comme period by 30 days, and note that
the longer 180 day conuinent period requested by the State of Nevada would have been
more appropriate given the complexity of the regulations and their long term eects.

Luteka Coun 'u comznents on the groposed rule follow.

Writing the rule to fit tte 6ite

We believe dtat the revised proposed standard for releases between 10,000 years and a
million years was writtB4 to ensure that the Yucca Mounitai Site will met the siandard
It's not the first time in the Yucca Mountain nuclear waste 6iository program ihat the
rules wer made to fit thie site, to ensure that it will not be dst0lified from:
consideaton. We do ncdt accept EPA's reasoning thataw tiared standardis necessry.

o rule does not adequ£;ely explain why the 15 millirem per'year standard forjless than
0,000 years should not apply beyond 10,000 years. iThe rucso does notqe uate*y

address the fimdarnental Whailenge: to have a standard thaO i~ ~ te veof pubic health j;;
and safety at the time of hnaximn releases into thhe rule tould be
written to protect public Pealth and safety rather than to accoiriodate metay flaws M
the site, and the site's inAbility to contain the radiaf on.
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350 ilfirem rationale

EPA has explained that they derived the post I 0,000 year riation standard by choosing
the background radiation of Colorado less the estimated background radiation in
Amargosa Valley near thp proposed repository. (700 mrem minus 350 mrem = 350
mrarer.)

We find several flaws in this logic. The rule's explanation does not adequately explain
why Colorado was choseh. The figures for background radiation for Amargosa Valley
are not clearly documentod. EPA is being arbity in choosing the background radiation
for Colorado. [t is our unrlerstanding that radon is a major contributing factor to tbal
background radiation an4 thus is not similar to the Amargosa environment In addition,
just because a risk exists haturally in one location does not mean that it is acceptable or
"safeW for humans to cre.te it somewhere else.

Why choose the backgropnd radiation level for the area that will not be directly affected?
Wouldn't it be more apopriate to use background radiation level for Nevada or for the
nation as a whole? It appbars to us that when it is to the advantage of the government to
use site-specific standards, they are promulgated. But wihn site specific numbers are
problenatic for the rapogitoiy to meet standards, then the government opts for generic
standards.

There is a further flaw i' the 350 mrilliren approach. EPA is using today's background
radiation to set a sadara well into the future. Since we know less about the future tm
te prese4, EPA should Ne assuming greater background radiation levels than edst
today. In the past 60 yeats, radiation levels have been altered because of the actions of
man end of goverment, such as the fallout and effects from nuclear weapons testing and
nuclear rials bot the United States and other locations. The EPA rule assumes
dit background radiaioi levels wil not change over the period from 10,000 years up to
one million years. There are many speculative parts about making a rule to apply far into
the future. One thing that should be clear to the EPA is that today's conditions cannot be
assumed to be the samie in 300,000 years or a nmllion years. EPA should assume greater
background radiation Ievels in the fmture than today, and ihe proposed standard should
reflect these conservative assumptions.

Groundwater protectui

The actual effect of this tule is that while the 350 millirems per year is "all pathways,"
the radiation will be in tI'e water. When YuccaMoutain was under consideration along
with eight other sites forithe repository, the comparative analysis done at tat time
revealed that one of its major weaknesses is that the radioactivity could be in the water
and would not be diluted so Ihat it could direct effect humans, unlike radiation lealing
into a large ier where iefefects would be greatly diluted.
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EPA has not directly stated that the groimdwater standard, which is 4 millirerns per year
prior to 10,000 years, will in effect jump to 350 millirems per year due to the natue of
the site.

The proposed EPA rule should explain why 4 miflirerns per year is protective up to
lO,OOO years, and then 3$0 milfreems per year is protective, frornjust after 10,000 years
to one million years.

Comparison of doses I

At the public meeting in Las Vegas, EPA provided some material to explain to the public
the relationship of 350 nfillirems in relation to a chest x-ray, average dose from
household radon, mad other benchmarks. According to the EPA the least exposure is one
(I) millirem per year, for people living near nuclear power plants. (See attached iart)
For years in Nevada we iVe been told that we have to accept the repositoly because it will
be "safe" and that we halve to assume the risk for te rest of the coumtry because the waste
isn't safe at nuclar powvr plants and o ies am threatened. The chart provided by
EPA indicates to us that one of the safest places to be is next to a nuclear power plant,
which begs the question ps to why it is necessary to transport this deadly waste to Nevada
and expose current and fpture Nevadans to risks that are greater than those assumed by
ihe rest of tecountry.

Median rather than mean

One significant change EPA is proposing is to use the median rather than the mearL The
National Academy of Sciencs racomeded using the mean in their 1995 repoat which
Congress asked EPA to use as guidance in developing the radiation rule. Ihe NAS report
states, "We recommend Ihatthe mean values of calculations be the basis for comparison
with our recommended standards." (page 123) Ihe result of calculating the 350
milliremnyear standard u he median is that it is 70 times less stringent than the 15
milliremztyear standard ¶hich is calculated using the mean

The radialion rule will alect thousands of generations into the unknown future. We don't
know the future, but the farther out in time we go, the more conservative we should bc.
EPA arues that becausd it is such a long time, a weak standard is better tn none. We
believe that because the t.uure is unpredictable, it is important that the stEndard contain
conservaism so that the tepository system can be judged based on its ability to contain
the waste in thousands ofycas. The way to do that is to adopt a standard that contains
that conservatism Revising te radiation standard by switching from the mean to the
median is less conservaive, is less protective, and is not acceptable.

Summary
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EPA offers no convincin explanaton of why a standard of 35O nmiliremn per year,
which EPA does not con ider acceptable today or 10,000 years from now, should be
considered acceptable afer 10,000yers.

The EPA has proposed a $tandard that does not address the fimdamental direction of the
court The NAS found th&t there is no scientific basis for a 10,000 year limit or any otier
time period for compliano. The NAS also found tat in the face of uncertainty, the
standard should be more protective rather than less.

Eureka County believes tiat the radiation standard should be reasonable and protective in
the near and far tenm, and that the proposed standard does not accomplish that goal. In
order ensure that the radiation standard is protective. EPA should extend the 15 millirems
per year maxmum expoihn threshold together with the 4 millirem groundwater
protection requirement tc apply throughout the period of maximum projected releases for
the Yucca Mountain facility. EPA should withdraw the proposed rule and issue a draft
standard that is protectiv through the peadod of maximum projected releases at Yucca
Mountain.

Thank you for consideaing the comments of Eureka County, Nevada.

Sincerelv,

Ronald Damele
Public Workcs Director

Anhmemn: EPA dhat
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